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A Tale from Of Masters and Mayhem

The Toxic Transformer
The fighting had lasted for seventeen cycles. Officially it had been a holding action, but as Spin-Out surveyed the ruined buildings that covered the landscape he wondered what they had held onto. Everything
worth saving had been pulled out before the fighting began, and anything left was mixed in with the rubble.
Hauler had already assessed the damage and concluded that not a single building was salvageable. The entire city would have to be razed and rebuilt.
“You need to sit down before you fall down,” came a voice behind him. Without even looking he recognized
it. There had been over five hundred Autobots when the fighting began, but now there were so few left that
he had already fully familiarized himself with them.
“I don’t know which piles of scrap used to be fellow Autobots,” the supercharged engine on his back rattled
as Spin-Out sighed. “They deserve better than to have me lounge on them.”
“Sure, boss. You may have a point there. ‘Course, those of us still among the functioning would prefer not
to lose our last officer.”
Spin-Out grimaced and turned to face Outback. “Also the absolute lowest-ranking officer. You know I’m a
fuel-preparation specialist, right? The slagging cook!”
Outback smiled. “So low that I don’t even know his name. You still stepped up when we needed it, and that’s
what counts.”
“Is that… supposed to make me feel better? I stepped up because the forty-eight Autobots ahead of me were
already dead!” He looked around for something to hit or kick in frustration, but there was nothing that
could be ruined any further than it already was. He was interrupted by the chirp of his comlink and consulted the small screen on his forearm. “Report.”
“We’ve got something, boss,” Powerflash barked at him. At being called “boss” Spin-Out’s eyes raised over
the screen to meet Outback’s, but the tan Autobot had suddenly decided that a dent on one of his fenders
needed immediate inspection. “The Decepticons left a man behind. We have a prisoner.”
*****
The prisoner was disgusting. Spin-Out’s olfactory sensors went into emergency shutdown when he was
within fifty meters, and he decided he wouldn’t bother to ask how the Decepticon had been found. Even if
they hadn’t smelled him they certainly would have seen his hulking green and purple form. On his knees and
with head bowed, the prisoner was still nearly as tall as Spin-Out. There was something unnerving about
him—not his colors, those were actually fairly muted next to Spin-Out’s own bright red—but the form.
Around the prisoner were the remaining Autobots. Spin-Out still couldn’t think of them as “his” troops.
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Most of them were openly glowering at the prisoner and flexing their grip on whatever weapons they had.
After most guns had run out of ammunition only a few cycles into the fighting, many of the Autobots had
switched to a hand weapon. Several of them were improvised, including one macabre soldier who had taken
to carrying a dismembered arm as a club. Spin-Out had not looked closely enough to see what symbol was
on the shoulder.
“What’s your name?” Spin-Out asked.
The prisoner didn’t answer, or even move at all. Spin-Out could feel the others shifting.
“Your name,” he repeated.
“Check this out,” muttered Powerflash, a large yellow robot standing behind the prisoner, before grabbing
him at the back of the head. There was a slight sound of rending metal as Powerflash’s fingers found a grip
and he yanked the prisoner’s head up. “Boss asked you a question, scraplet!” he yelled.
Spin-Out didn’t hear it over the gasps of the Autobots who were first seeing the prisoner’s face, and sudden
recognition snapped into focus. That’s what had seemed so disturbing about the form: it was the likeness of
Optimus Prime himself, but twisted and defiled. The face was as much Optimus as the Decepticon badge. “I
was not… named… as such,” the prisoner slowly said in a low, wet growl.
Suddenly Powerflash began to scream. He released the prisoner’s head and drew his arm back, staring at an
orange slime that covered his hand. It hissed and boiled as it ate through his fingers, and the melted remains
began to run down his forearm in rivulets.
“I am… an experiment,” the prisoner said, raising his voice over Powerflash. He rose to his feet and brought
his arms in front of him, an orange-silver sludge that dripped off his wrists the only remnants of the stasis
cuffs that held him just moments before. “I am… a project,” he spoke again, then turned to Powerflash as
if noticing him for the first time. Only stumps remained of his fingers, and still the ooze popped and spat.
In one quick movement, the prisoner lunged toward Powerflash and clamped his hands around the other
robot’s head. Any sounds the Autobot made were cut off almost immediately as his head was covered in
bubbling orange ooze.
The other Autobots began to recover from their shock and started to attack the prisoner. He ignored their
blows as their weapons came back sizzling and melting. The few wounds that opened only served to splatter
orange glop around and melt wherever it hit, causing several Autobots to take themselves or those beside
them out of the fight.
“Experiments and projects… have names,” the prisoner yelled over the Autobots. With deliberate slowness
and disdain, the prisoner began to attack each one in turn with a few punches or slaps. Wherever he touched
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he left ooze that melted his foe, and whenever his foes fought back they merely caused their own hands to
melt. Moments later all of the Autobots were on the ground. A few still lived, able only to whimper in agony.
Tilting his head, the prisoner resumed his growling. “I suppose that… makes me… Toxitron.”
The prisoner turned back to Spin-Out, who had been completely paralyzed with fear as the other Autobots
died. “Your armor shines too bright,” he said as he reached for Spin-Out.
There was a sharp electrical noise and a pop like a fuse bursting. Toxitron’s eyes went dim as he teetered
unsteadily and finally fell backwards, crushing what was left of Outback. For a moment Spin-Out stood
unmoving before his own knees gave out and he collapsed, losing consciousness sometime before he hit the
ground.
*****
According to all official documentation, the bunker that Vivisector was inside did not exist. He hurried
down the hall, which of course did not exist, ignoring the displays that lined walls which were likewise nonexistent. He paused before a door and found himself amused by the actual nonexistence of any visible way to
open it, and his smile was a hideous thing formed from multilayered mandible sections drawing away from
a maw filled with jagged teeth. Presently, unseen sensors finished scanning him and the door retracted into
the wall with a hiss.
“It’s about time,” said the room’s occupant without looking away from the screen in front of him. A sickly
green-colored robot with a barrel chest, he adjusted the monocle on his right eye. “The readings are even
better than expected from our… chemical agent,” he paused to chuckle at his own joke. “I was about to call
in the report without you.”
Vivisector made his horrible grin again and checked his reflection on the nearest bulkhead. Spotting some
sprays of dried fluid on his sleek black form, he picked up a nearby buffer and began to smooth them out.
“Just a moment, Oil Slick,” he said. “The last patient was… juicy.”
“You’re trying too hard,” the other robot said as he pressed some buttons and read the information that
popped up on the screen. “Knock Out isn’t going to award the fellowship based on looks.”
The buffer stopped. Oil Slick knew the stare he was getting, and he sighed as he inclined his head. “What
am I saying? Of course he will. He keeps an autographed picture of the Stunticons in his glovebox! The fellowship is at least as much about assembling his own private car collection as it is about skills. Maybe even
more.” He finally turned. “You missed some on your wing there.”
Vivisector looked just over his shoulder and saw the smudge. The buffer kicked on again as he rubbed it
away. Oil Slick attempted to remain interested, but his attention wandered back to the data in front of him
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as he muttered about cars with wings. Finally Vivisector presented himself before the screen as well, and Oil
Slick wordlessly initiated the connection. A soft chirp sounded and the screen resolved into the single optic
that was the face of Shockwave. Oil Slick and Vivisector both straightened a little as they saw him.
“Commander Shockwave,” Oil Slick said nervously. “It’s good to—”
“Report,” Shockwave cut him off simply, efficiently and without emotion. It was how he did everything.
Oil Slick cleared his throat. “Yes. Um, as you know the subject is the result of attempts to create a new combiner. Those experiments were… inconclusive.”
“He may be capable of combination,” Vivisector spoke up. “Potentially as a torso component. I would be able
to confirm this if it were possible to subject him to internal examination.”
Oil Slick took over again. “This has proven difficult owing to a unique and highly unanticipated outcome of
the experiment. His internal fluids have been replaced with a constantly-replenishing universal molecular
solvent.”
“He’s a walking vat of acid?” a voice said from beside Shockwave. The screen adjusted slightly and the bright
red form of Knock Out could be seen.
“More of a toxic sludge,” Oil Slick replied. “I have yet to discover a substance that can withstand it. Moreover, it appears to imbue the subject with incredible healing properties.”
Knock Out made a thin smile. “A self-repairing walking vat of toxic sludge.”
“In essence,” Oil Slick agreed.
“The subject appears to be able to exude this acidic sludge at will,” Vivisector continued. “Ostensibly it leaks
from his seams and any wounds he sustains, but this isn’t consistent. I’m still investigating this aspect, and I
have suspicions it actually melts through his own paneling which then regenerates instantly.”
Knock Out squinted. “Have you been doing something different with your finish? Don’t tell me… it’s the red
detailing, isn’t it? I do so love red.”
“Why yes! It’s so good of you to notice!” Vivisector gushed, then caught the unwavering stare of Shockwave
and nudged Oil Slick to continue.
“The sludge has a certain level of adhesiveness which makes it difficult to remove, and continues to cause
molecular damage to anything it comes in contact with until potency is expended. The figures on longevity
will be in the full report. Additionally, caustic fumes from the sludge penetrate internal systems and cause
further damage. Even targets not in direct contact can suffer extensive and possibly fatal damage if they are
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exposed long enough. We recovered one from the subject’s last outing, and Vivisector found him...”
“Juicy,” finished Vivisector with more than a little glee.
“Fascinating,” Knock Out said in apparently genuine appreciation. “And I understand that you use cognizant
stasis to keep the subject secure between assignments?”
“Oh yes,” Vivisector gushed. “It’s part of a mental conditioning program developed by Straxus. Fully aware
but unable to move, in this case even to exude the sludge. The subject is confined within his own body,
stewing in negative emotions until released on assignment, where a mixture of sheer hatred for his captors
and the contrary desire to perform well in the hope it will prevent further captivity results in extreme yet
calculated violence. The resemblance to Optimus Prime further terrifies his targets, reducing their ability to
effectively resist or escape. I’ve included the video feed. It’s… fascinating really.”
Shockwave fixed Vivisector with his unblinking gaze and made a slight wave of his hand. “Report received.
Proceed according to schedule.”
Knock Out smiled. “I believe that means ‘good work’,” he drawled just before the connection was cut.
*****
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Red Alert stood quietly at his post, scanning the day’s security log on a datapad. There was nothing of note
to most people, as per usual, but he scrutinized every entry regardless. The Ark Project had been a well-kept
secret from its inception and his job was to ensure it stayed that way. The war had been raging without any
end in sight and resources were getting scarce. The Ark was more than just a spaceship, it was hope. Hope
that Cybertron might be replenished after the fighting, hope that there was something left to fight for, or
maybe just hope that escape was possible. Red Alert wasn’t sure which hope he held anymore, but it hardly
mattered. Without the engines being built in this factory, there was no Ark.
A chirp from his comlink brought his attention back to the sky, where it should have been. Just over the horizon he could make out a low-flying craft. It worked at odd angles to the factory, sometimes moving parallel, other times dipping behind the remains of one of the ruined buildings that covered the landscape, and at
one point diving into a canyon that used to be a bypass tunnel and following it for some distance before reappearing. Red Alert scrutinized the flight path, mentally checking each turn and maneuver the pilot made.
The convoluted flight path had been precisely crafted both to expose any followers and to serve as a silent
code. Even one incorrect movement and Red Alert would use the controller in his hand to activate so many
gun batteries hidden in the bombed-out facades that the vehicle would become just one more scorch mark.
Finally the aircraft settled onto the roof near him and slowly powered down its engines. A ramp lowered
from the underbelly and a small green and orange robot emerged hefting a large metal box. “Hey Red, everything secure?” he asked jovially.
Red Alert returned the smile. “Never secure enough!”
The other robot’s smile wavered at the failed humor, but he didn’t respond before the ship he’d just disembarked began to transform. In a moment a massive white and red robot stood with the other two.
Red Alert tapped the screen of his datapad. “Brawn and Jetfire. Check.” He looked up. “I’ll escort you in. The
front gate has reported an incoming signal that might be Optimus Prime and I should verify it.”
“Hopefully things like that won’t be a concern much longer,” Jetfire replied. “Come on Brawn, we need get
these new components installed.” He began striding toward the elevator without a backward glance.
Brawn looked after the other robot as he and Red Alert followed. “I’m a quarter his size, but Jetfire has me
doing the heavy lifting,” he mused.
“Next time I’ll let you design heat regulators that account for quantum differentials in lightspeed travel,”
Jetfire threw back over his shoulder as he pressed the controls.
Brawn and Red Alert exchanged chuckles as the door opened.
*****
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Inside the factory, dozens of Autobots were hard at work constructing the massive engines that would power
the Ark. Some were welding and riveting panels into place, others were connecting the miles of cables and
wiring, and several computer terminals were in use performing simulations and entering data. Armatures
glided around with large chunks of machinery grasped in their claws, controlled by several Autobots who
stood waving their arms like symphony conductors.
As the trio disembarked the elevator, Jetfire gently took the heavy metal box from Brawn with one hand.
“Why don’t you go with Red,” he said with a knowing look. “I’m going to spend the next few hours up to my
optics in…. let’s just say ‘science stuff ’.”
Brawn grinned broadly. “Thanks!” He and Red Alert headed for the nearest tunnel that allowed quick transit
to different areas of the enormous factory. Both of them had automobile alternate modes and transformed
into them before speeding toward the front gate. When they exited in the security area, they found several
Autobots huddled around a monitor. The screen was split into several sections, each showing a different
view of the front of the factory. As they transformed, one of the guards turned and addressed Red Alert. “Sir,
we’ve registered an Autobot transponder signal, with a cybermetric signature that matches Optimus Prime.”
“Alone?” Red Alert frowned.
“Yes sir,” came the reply. “He’s past the gun batteries and radio silence has been maintained per your orders.
Would you like us to break it?”
“Do we have video?” Red Alert asked.
As if on cue, several of the feeds turned grainy and distorted, then cleared a few seconds later. “No sir.
There’s a sort of feedback that has prevented it so far.”
“This ain’t right,” muttered Brawn.
Red Alert put his hand to his temple, and the stubby antennae that crowned his head began to glow a bright
blue. The eyes of everyone else in the room returned the glow before fading into their usual colors and
brightness. “I’ve activated the Emergency Autobot Alert System for everyone in the factory,” he said by way
of explanation. That meant every Autobot had received a data dump of the current situation directly into
their brains, and an open channel had been established to communicate further information.
“Sir,” one of the guards said excitedly. “He’s at the gate—he’s not slowing down! Sensors report sudden and
severe structural failure! He’s heading for the doors!”
“Battle stations!” Red Alert cried. Internally he was kicking himself. Decepticons loved air attacks and that’s
where he’d kept his focus. He’d still taken precautions for three hundred and forty-seven different types of
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ground assault, but none of them had anticipated a single soldier who registered as Optimus and drove right
up to the building.
The security force gathered in front of the main doors, waiting for the intruder to begin battering them.
Nothing happened for some time and a few began to shift nervously. Red Alert raised a hand for silence.
There was a sound, he was sure of it. A hissing sound. Then he noticed the metal was… fizzing. It wasn’t
possible, but the hissing was getting louder and bubbles were forming and bursting, letting off a foaming
steam. The effect was limited to one part of the door and in the perfect silhouette of Optimus Prime. That
area had begun to turn orange and runny as it sloughed off in a liquid. A green and purple robot strode
through the Optimus-shaped hole.
“Open fire!” Red Alert yelled as soon as he could clearly see the intruder, and his troops responded with a
thundering volley that momentarily overwhelmed his audio sensors and filled the air with smoke.
When he could see again, Red Alert was horrified to see that the intruder was still standing. Great gaping
wounds had been carved out of him, with slimy orange fluid spreading all over. As he watched, the injuries
actually filled with the viscous liquid, smoothed over, and even recolored. Within seconds there was no hint
of injury.
“Why,” Toxitron said in his low, wet voice, “would you treat a fellow Autobot like that?”
There was a pause before Red Alert responded “You…”
“Of course not. No Autobot would give membership to something like myself,” replied Toxitron as his
chest with a deformed orange Autobot symbol split in half, two panels opening outward. In the center was
mounted a head, mouth agape and eyes dim, drooling orange slime. “I keep one close though. You never
know when that transponder reading will be handy.”
“Spin-Out!” Brawn yelled as he charged Toxitron. “You monster!”
Before he had crossed the distance, Toxitron had closed his chest panels and pulled a rifle from his back, and
a stream of orange sludge fired out of the barrel. Brawn was thrown back screaming, a sizzling and smoking
hole growing in his shoulder.
“Aim needs adjustment,” Toxitron mused just before Red Alert gave the order to fire again. Toxitron was
already moving though and, having unsheathed a sword drenched with orange as well, began to shoot and
slice his way through the security detail. Some of the Autobots who had been working the line joined in the
fight, but Toxitron simply ignored them unless they got close enough for him to retaliate. All their shots
could do from a distance was open wounds that splattered acidic sludge all over the closer robots before they
closed, and that was fine with him.
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Suddenly he was knocked off his feet by a massive blow. Jetfire was upon him before he could get back up,
slamming his massive fists into Toxitron’s head and torso until they were nearly crushed. He stepped back
and looked at his hands, covered in ooze that slowly hissed and spit, but wasn’t melting them. Red Alert
began to approach and Jetfire waved him away.
“My heat shielding is slowing this stuff down, but you don’t have that benefit.” Almost as he said it, he was
struck full in the chest by a stream of sludge and fell back. Toxitron, already nearly recovered from his
beating, cocked his head at Jetfire’s apparent resistance to being melted by the acid. “Your armor shines too
bright,” he said, then leapt on Jetfire
and pressed a hand to the battle mask
that covered his face. The mask began to dissolve under the sustained
pressure with a hiss so loud it was
nearly a shriek.
Red Alert tackled Toxitron, knocking him off Jetfire. They both managed to roll to their feet and Red
Alert raised his gun to fire. He was
a moment slower than Toxitron, who
lashed out with his sword and bisected Red Alert at the waist. The two
halves toppled to the ground with
a mess of sludge and melting metal
pooling between them.
A number of the remaining Autobots cried in pain, many clutching
their heads. Even Toxitron stumbled
back. “Feedback,” he muttered, then
opened his chest again to expose
Spin-Out’s head. His fingers dug into
the vents on each side and he pulled
it out, snapping the wires and tubing
that had connected it to him. Again
he tilted his head as though a thought
had only then occurred to him, and
with a grunt and the sound of rending
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metal he tore the Autobot cranium in half. For a moment he stood frozen, as if expecting another result
entirely, then he shrugged and dropped the remains.
Jetfire chose that moment to unload the entire charge of his pulse rifle. Toxitron flew back, impacting one
of the enormous Ark engines so hard that he embedded in the plating. Almost immediately smoke and orange sludge surrounded him as he sank deep into it, and he could soon be heard tearing apart the internal
workings.
“Okay, I didn’t think that one through,” Jetfire admitted to himself. He surveyed the damage and the dead,
with the half of his battle mask readout that remained dispassionately feeding him probability figures. Finally he tapped his inter-Autobot comlink. “This is Jetfire broadcasting on all frequencies to all remaining
Autobots. This facility is compromised. Follow escape and rally protocols.”
The Decepticon calmly walked out of the engine’s exhaust port as smoke and flame poured out behind him
and through every other outlet of the now-useless machine. He spotted Jetfire and waved his hand in mock
greeting.
“I’ll buy you as much time as I can. Good luck. Jetfire out.” He tapped the comlink again to close the connection, checked his rifle’s energy gauge, and charged.
*****
“Report,” Shockwave ordered.
“Exciting developments, sir!” Vivisector said before Oil Slick could stop him. “I mean… things are even
better than expected.”
“Do go on,” Knock Out encouraged from his place beside Shockwave, unable to keep the amusement out of
his voice.
Oil Slick put up a hand to quiet Vivisector. “Using force fields with frequency randomizers, we have created
working weaponry that can channel the subject’s unique discharge without itself suffering extreme harm.
These new close-quarters and long-range capabilities have proven extremely destructive.”
“Interesting,” Knock Out said with a stroke of his chin. “Have you applied this method elsewhere?”
“Not as yet,” Vivisector replied. “We’re working on adapting it for use in his cell and for the guards assigned
to him. We’ve found a need to be a little more creative there.”
“Explain,” demanded Shockwave.
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“It seems that given time, the subject’s acidic sludge really does affect anything,” Oil Slick explained. “The
stasis-lock implant that we were using to control the subject’s active periods eventually corroded. This was
unfortunately caught only after several successful missions, although the subject has continued to behave
as though nothing was amiss. We believe that the mental conditioning has kept him tractable well beyond
our estimates.”
“The subject,” Shockwave said slowly, “is without restraint?”
“Oh no, not at all!” Vivisector hurried. “There is an emergency stasis-lock implant, a backup, that has responded to test signals.”
“It has immediate activation?”
“Er, no. It takes roughly a breem to charge.”
Knock Out had been looking at Shockwave with a cocked brow, and now his eyes widened as he consulted
a chart. “What is your station’s resupply frequency?”
“Every three months,” Oil Slick said warily. “The ship is docked right now in fact. Why is that—”
“Important?” Knock Out interrupted him. “Consider this: your test subject is a merciless killer with the ability to survive anything you’ve thrown at it. His primary restraint has stopped working—and you’re currently
being visited by a potential escape ship.” He shook his head at Vivisector. “I expected so much better from
you. If I were you,” his eyes narrowed, “I would have begun charging that emergency backup at least five
minutes ago.” He turned to Shockwave. “I’ve signaled the supply transport for immediate return.”
Shockwave gave a slight nod without looking away from Oil Slick and Vivisector. “I will expect a follow-up
report from any survivors of this failure.”
The connection was cut and the screen went black.
“Well that could have gone better,” Vivisector said.
Oil Slick adjusted his monocle and looked at his own copy of the supply schedule. “Are they saying the subject… planned this?”
At that moment klaxon alarms began to sound, and the two robots looked at each other as confusion turned
to fear.
*****
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Toxitron woke and stared at the hanger doors. He’d been staring at them every day for a very long time, ever
since he’d become stuck in mid-stride, mere steps from the hanger.
A backup stasis implant! Why hadn’t he suspected? There had been years, centuries perhaps, for him to
reflect on that oversight. He frequently consoled himself with the thought that at least he’d stopped to kill
the butchers that had tortured him into existence. If he’d known he wasn’t going to make it to the hanger
anyway, he would have taken more time to enjoy it.
When the alarms began to go off he’d hurried to settle his accounts, then the stasis implant stopped him just
before this door. Beyond it he’d heard the shuttle leave and there had been nothing more. Even the alarms
went silent after a while, although the emergency lighting apparently had a separate power feed that had
kept it working all this time. Good thing too; if he hadn’t been able to count the rivets in this door a few
million times, things might have gotten boring.
Slowly it dawned on Toxitron that he was shaking. That was new. No, it wasn’t just him, everything was
vibrating. The speed of it fluctuated and… yes, there was a dull rumbling noise. It wasn’t constant, coming
loudest when the vibrations were strongest. Something was happening above him, on the surface beyond the
bunker. Something big, and something very destructive. A war perhaps, but not the sort that would leave
anyone standing to claim victory.
Toxitron stilled his mind and let the sounds of mayhem carry him back to sleep. It was the best rest he’d ever
had. If he’d been able to, he might have smiled.
*****
“I just want to be clear here,” Counterpunch said. “You found some records which may or may not be accurate about a lab that may or may not exist which may or may not have inside an experiment which may
or may not be alive?”
Impactor ignored him and continued working the manual door release.
“The records did lead to this place,” Fractyl offered. “Whatever it is, it’s not on any map or geological survey.
Even I only found it using detection equipment of my own design that could cut through the sensor baffle.”
“Fine. Some jamming equipment still works. Something in there still has power. It was important enough to
be jammed in the first place.”
Slowly the heavy hanger doors began to open. Counterpunch tapped his foot and sighed. “None of that
means anything is still alive. It couldn’t be, cut off from everything for this long. We could spend a whole
vorn searching this place and not find anything even mildly bizar—OH SWEET PRIMUS!”
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Counterpunch lurched backward so fast that he fell over. His eyes were locked on the massive green and
purple Decepticon only a few paces beyond the door, frozen in mid-step with arms outreached, fingers
clawing at the air. Even in the dimness of the hanger Counterpunch could clearly tell that the blazing eyes
were lit from within.
“Um… found something,” Counterpunch said sheepishly. “It’s alive.”
*****
“So that’s how things ended up like this,” Counterpunch finished his tale. “No more sides. War’s over; nobody
won, everybody died.” He looked into the eyes of the still Decepticon again and away almost immediately.
Impactor stepped forward. “Fractyl is going to beam a micro-pulse into your cortex that will vaporize the
stasis implant and restore your mobility. You’ll be free. No restraints, no conditioning, no masters. What you
do then is up to you. You can leave and do whatever you want, but I hope you’ll hear me out.”
“He might just kill us,” Counterpunch muttered.
“He might,” Impactor agreed, meeting Toxitron’s unwavering gaze. “At some point we’ll have to take that
chance, and at least he’ll make the decision himself.”
Keeping his eyes firmly locked on Toxiron’s, Impactor motioned Fractyl to proceed. Bringing out a small
rod-like tool, Fractyl pointed it at Toxitron’s head. The tip of the rod pulsed with blue light and made a trilling sound. Toxitron felt a tingling that radiated through his body as his limbs unfroze, and for a moment
he lost his balance and went to his knees. He quickly rose and pointedly tested each joint, knowing that
Impactor was staring at him the entire time. Counterpunch and Fractyl cowered at what they hoped was a
safe distance. They were all waiting to see what he would do, and he wasn’t sure yet.
“I choose… to listen,” Toxitron finally said in his wet growl, “but I may choose to kill you later.”
“That’s fair,” Impactor unflinchingly replied. “It’s like this: there aren’t enough of us left to do anything
meaningful except get revenge.”
Toxitron idly rubbed his thumb over his fingertips, playing with a layer of orange slime. “You don’t want to
keep this Mayhem Attack Squad from hurting others?”
“It’s a side benefit, but not the purpose. We’re Wreckers, not protectors. We break things. ‘Wreck and rule’—
it’s right there in the motto.”
“Then why would you want my help?” queried Toxitron. “Because I like to break things too? Do you think
I’m different than them? How many more would I have killed, had I not been shut down and buried?” He
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locked eyes with Impactor again. “Would you be approaching them to fight with you against me?”
“I’m not delusional,” contested Impactor. “We’re all broken. Our time in this universe is done, and none
of us are going to win regardless of whether we survive. So yeah. I would team with them to fight you. I
want to pitch one walking genocide against another and make sure I drag them all down with me when
I go.”
Toxitron looked town at Impactor for a long moment, then his eyes squinted in what might have been a
smile if he’d had a mouth. “I like your candor. So… what’s in it for a ‘walking genocide’ like me?”
“You said it yourself. You like to break things. This is the biggest, nastiest unbroken thing out there.”
“That’s it, isn’t it?” Toxitron said ruefully. “Tortured into existence, deprived of will, of simple connection to others. Molded to do nothing but kill… to be nothing but a monster.
“You give me a choice, offer me inclusion. I can belong—and there’s nothing left to belong to except a
group of killers who need a better monster.”
Toxitron bowed his head. Counterpunch and Fractyl exchanged confused looks. There was a sound like
scattering gravel. As it increased in volume it began to coalesce until finally Toxitron threw back his
head and laughed in great thunderous booms.
“Well that’s… unsettling,” Fractyl said through his cringing.
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“Which part?” Counterpunch retorted. “That he finds being a monster funny, or that he’s probably never
laughed before and he’s still that good at making it creepy?”
Fractyl nodded in agreement.
Toxitron finally wound down, a few chuckles escaping as he clutched the nearest wall for support. Impactor
was unmoved by the outburst and simply turned to leave.
“Welcome to the Wreckers, Toxitron. You probably won’t survive the experience.”
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